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Interzum Cologne, May 9 - 12, 2023
Key always on you: M410 FP pro from Lehmann: opens locker by
fingerprint

A new battery-operated solution is expanding Lehmann’s options in the world of „keyless security“.
Alongside a keypad option, the company is now fitting its „M410“ electronic locking system with a
fingerprint module which, using an intuitive operating concept, is recommended in particular to
furniture manufacturers. Installation is quick and efficient using the Lehmann Config app.

In next to no time at all, the „M410 FP pro“ uses a fingerprint to open furniture locks in businesses,
organisations or at home. Convenient and economical at the installation stage, the sensor does not immediately
program in the first fingerprint as administrator. Any finger can be used during transit or for initial function tests.
This avoids incorrect programming. The system is only configured once it is installed in the premises.

The new locking system works either in the „select any locker“ operating mode, which lends itself for a
manageable group of users in closed rooms, or in the mode „fixed allocation“ mode. Both operating modes
provide the capability of selecting other configurations, such as automatic locking. The „M410 FP pro“ comes
with a capacity for saving 200 fingerprints. Optical and acoustic signals confirm opening and secure locking.

Alternatively, both the „M410 FP pro“ and the „M410 TA03 pro“ keypad option can be put into operation quickly
and efficiently, and configured via the Lehmann Config app on NFC-capable smartphones or tablets. For the
„M410 TA03 pro“, this minimises lock configuration time many times over.

The Lehmann Config app lets you configure all of the main settings and authorisations at the lock. This is where
the app uses direct commands and guides the user through every step of the particular application.

Caption: Lehmann is expanding its "M410" electronic locking system to include a
variant with a fingerprint module, which is recommended to the furniture
manufacturer because of its intuitive operating concept. Installation is quick and
efficient using the Lehmann Config app. Photo: Lehmann

Lehmann

The family owned business LEHMANN in Minden/Westphalia is one of the of European leaders for
mechanical and electronic locking systems for furniture and more. The range of applications
extends from office and commercial furnishings, lockers and safe deposit boxes, shopfitting and
interior furnishing, laboratory, warehouse and factory equipment, caravan and boat building up to
vending machines. Two modern plants with own research and product development as well as tool
and mould construction, foundry, plastic injection moulding and electroplating form the basis for
innovation and quality of the products. Around 340 employees worldwide ensure customer
satisfaction and delivery reliability. In addition Lehmann actively markets individual steps in its
supply chain as industrial services.


